
hypnosis as we did using the BIS monitor neither
did they calculate the amount of the anaesthetic
consumed with each technique.

In our study, we used an objective monitor to
quantify hypnosis, thus ensuring comparable levels of
anaesthesia in both groups intraoperatively. We main-
tained BIS values between 35 and 45, which are lower
than those required to prevent awareness, because in
studies specifically relating BIS to sevoflurane, values
lower than 50 reliably indicated an adequate depth of
anaesthesia [7]. Another reason is that our patients
were breathing spontaneously and lower BIS values
might minimize movement or EMG interference.

Increased sevoflurane requirements to maintain
predetermined BIS values might account for the
longer awakening time in the TI group. Immediate
co-ordination ability and subtle manual dexterity
assessed by the ‘picking up matches test’ were
affected by exposure to higher concentrations of
sevoflurane in the TI group as shown by the dif-
ference in the test results immediately after arousal.
No significant difference in performing the test was
observed thereafter. In fact, in short-duration pro-
cedures such as half an hour or so, inhalational
anaesthetic uptake is mostly limited to the vessel-
rich group and recovery times for different inhala-
tional anaesthetics or for different amounts of the
same anaesthetic will be similar. Nonetheless, less
amount of anaesthetic for the same procedure costs
less money. This may explain the fact that the dif-
ferent sevoflurane consumption did not affect nau-
sea and vomiting or duration of stay in PACU
between the two groups. The lack of blinding, not
feasible for technical reasons, may be considered
a limitation of our study. However, the amount of
anaesthetic consumed, the ‘picking up matches’ test
and BIS values consist objective recordings, mini-
mizing the bias in interpretation of our results.

Today, improved recovery times leading to safe
reduction of turnaround times and optimization of
resource utilization are becoming the target of the

so-called ‘fast track’ anaesthesia [1]. Under the present
study design, use of the LM was associated with lower
sevoflurane requirements and consumption, shorter
awakening time and shorter time to remove the air-
way device but similar duration of stay in the PACU
when compared with the TI group.
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Epidural volume extension and role of baricity

doi:10.1017/S0265021508004407

EDITOR:
I would like to congratulate the authors on a
well-conducted trial, regarding a relevant clinical

implication of epidural volume extension (EVE) [1].
It is concluded by the authors that EVE does not
augment the sensory level of subarachnoid block
induced with hyperbaric or plain bupivacaine. This
is correctly enough inferred from their observation
of statistically similar sensory levels at pre-defined
time points between Groups A and B, and between
Groups C and D. However, it might be more
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accurate to draw this conclusion after also compar-
ing the maximum sensory level achieved and the
time required to do so, between Groups A and B,
and C and D. This is because the maximum sensory
level may be achieved earlier with EVE, even
though the eventual sensory levels with and without
EVE could be the same.

My second observation is regarding the similarities
that the authors draw between their findings and
those of Yamazaki and colleagues [2]. I would like to
point out that in the trial by Yamazaki and colleagues,
the block was performed with patients in the lateral
position and the epidural volume was injected 20 min
after the intrathecal injection. The intrathecal spread
and hence the sensory level after a subarachnoid block
would be different for a patient in sitting position vs.
one in lateral position. Consequently, the effect of EVE
can also be expected to be different between varying
patient position. More importantly, EVE has been
shown to be a time-dependent phenomenon. When
performed 20 min after intrathecal injection [3], it
fails to augment the spinal block and even decreases
the duration of spinal anaesthesia when performed
after two segment regression of spinal block [4].
Hence the cause of failure of EVE in block augmen-
tation with the trial of Yamazaki and colleagues
cannot be compared to the present study.

Lastly, no observation is made on the method
of confirming correct placement of the epidural

catheter. Whether using clinical or radiological
method, the confirmation of correct placement of
epidural catheter for EVE-based trials is essential.
With a non-functioning catheter the ‘apparent’
application of EVE would in fact be absent. This
would definitely result in erroneous interpretation
of the observations.
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Reply

doi:10.1017/S0265021508004419

EDITOR:
We thank Dr Tyagi for her interest in our study and
her comments [1]. In our study, after EVE, the
segmental spread of spinal anaesthesia either with
hyperbaric or plain bupivacaine and times to reach
maximal dermatomal level were investigated. We
found a significant difference in sensory block level
between Groups A and C and it was mainly thought
to be related to the baricity of the local anaesthetic.
These findings were consistent with Yamazaki and
colleagues’ study, investigating the effect of EVE
on spinal anaesthesia with hyperbaric or plain tetra-

caine in non-obstetric patients [2]. Similarly, time
to reach T4 was significantly shorter in the plain
bupivacaine groups than in the hyperbaric bupi-
vacaine groups. However, there was no significant
difference between Groups A and B, and between
Groups C and D. That is, although baricity did
affect the time to reach the maximal dermatomal
level, the addition of EVE to spinal anaesthesia did
not offer any advantage in the enhancement of
segmental spread of spinal block regardless of plain
or hyperbaric bupivacaine use. Finally, we found a
faster onset time and higher sensory block level in
Groups C and D than in Groups A and B, and
we believe that these effects were mainly related to
the baricity of local anaesthetic, but not with the
addition of EVE to spinal anaesthesia.

It has been speculated by Dr Tyagi that the effect
of EVE could be expected to be different between
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